From: Gary S. Gevisser
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2007 7:58 PM PT
To: shunit@att.net
Cc: rest; mmadden@hbs.edu'; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar Clinton; Nicholas
Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.;
Marcia Kramer - Political / Investigative Correspondent And Host - WCBS-TV ; Professor
Jeffrey Sachs - Columbia University; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention;
Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University;
Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; Diana Henriques - journalist New York
Times - Big Jury Award in Injury Case Over Keyboards - December 10, 1996; Fred Deluca Founder-co-owner Subway; Mossad; United States Justice Department;
jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New
State Bar Association; Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for
Starbucks; Steven Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleast; ymags@jpost.com; William Clark
- Petro Dollar Wars; John Loftus Esq. - Not Disgraced Enough Justice Department Nazi
prosecutor; Ron Bellows Senior - Risk Management specialist - AIG; Adam Tucker; Dr.
Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Mark Gevisser - The Nation's southern African
correspondant; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Rush Limbaugh; Oprah;
Professor Rabbi Dennis Prager - TV-Radio Talk Show Host; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss;
Ray McCormack - co-Producer Crude Awakening; Basil Gelpke - co-Producer of Crude
Awakening; benmenah@law.harvard.edu; berry@oeb.harvard.edu; biel@fas.harvard.edu;
artbell-coast; ian@coasttocoastam.com; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; JRK@classaction-law.com; jhamburg@fas.harvard.edu; jkolupona@hds.harvard.edu; Professor Joe
Grundfest - Stanford University - former member of the SEC; Joseph Steinberg - President of
Luecadia National Corporation; jsuk@law.harvard.edu; Kathleen McCartney - Dean Harvard
Graduate School of Education; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic
of South Africa; liat@jpost.com; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; Roger W. Robinson;
Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Randall Kaplan. co-founder of AKAMAI with
Daniel Lewin - 911 victim - Member of Sayeret Matkal - Elite Israeli Special Forces unit;
Richard Regis - Wall Street Journal - Editor; drudge@drudgereport.com; Eliot Spitzer Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of New York State ; Enid Enga Pigors
- Office of the Chairman & CEO of Coca Cola; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley;
Robert H. Frank - Profefessor of Economics - Cornell University ; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes
Scholar Clinton; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; Sherri Hendricks Rapaport Report; Simon Wiesenthal Center; Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South
African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; South African Consulate
General; South China Morning Post; Seymour M. Hersh c/o The New Yorker;
JohnStossel@abcnews.com; John Maudslay - Lloyds of London - Agent; John Dau - A
Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; rabin@econ.berkeley.edu; robert_lue@harvard.edu;
sundays@cbsnews.com; President@whitehouse.gov
Subject: SECRET SOCIETY...---... TO WHOM IT MAY BE CONCERN :
Besides for my now pulling out all stops to find you a great lover, not to mention we now have
a houseful of very good looking middle teenage surfer guys testing out their “pick up” moves
on my very worldly French-Canadian wife who of course would attract a much larger
audience if she were the “main entity” versus the “Queen Ant”, a not exactly “inside joke”, the
purpose of this final heavily broadcasted communiqué prior to my first Video On Demand
broadcast scheduled for possibly later this weekend on the just3ants.com website, is that I
thought it would be helpful in increasing the circle of those dependent upon my insight and
analysis of the important events of the day to call upon each of you to pray for an

“intervention” for all those “lost souls” waking up to the fact that their “state of denial”; all
about grabbing as much money and material wealth before the whole system completely
breaks down when they will have to “accept” the reality of the Almighty Powerful Dollar
collapsing, is not only being documented but there is a chronology.
The VODcast will be focused on Alan Greenspan’s rather scummy 60 Minute interview a
week ago tomorrow in which he seemed to state clearly that his mumblings throughout the 17
years he was Chairman of the Federal Reserve were a carefully orchestrated effort to
manipulate the American public who he thought were not only dumb but as a result couldn’t
be trusted with the truth; so ongoing inexcusable deception perpetuated by the failure of
DAAC interviewer Leslie Stahl to ask the so very logical questions beginning with who exactly
had to gain by his nonsense “Fed talk”.
And of course even the dumbest of us Americans know that the “mandate” of the Federal
Reserve is only to “EXERCIZE GOOD JUDGMENT” when trickling down the cost of the rich
getting richer on to the backs of the poor and downtrodden who are rather horribly
misinformed by co-opted-corrupted elected and non-elected government officials such as
Greenspan.
Not to mention this Central Bank of the United States was established by the DAAC
controlled 3 Branches of the U.S. Government including the United States Supreme Court in
1913 one year before the first diamond drilling bit World Oil War I, eleven odd years after the
Anglo American Boer-Farmer War of 1899-1902 that combined with the American led 8 Allied
invasion of China in 1900 placed the American banking system led by J.P. Morgan on the
verge of bankruptcy resulting in the ruling elite beginning the replacement of the Gold
Standard with a non-gold backed monetary system that took some 71 odd years to put in
place during which time genocides not envisioned in any doomsday scenario took place.
To mention little of J.P. Morgan also financing the DeBeers price fixing syndicate whose
founder Cecil Rhodes died at age 49 in 1902, the same year its next head, German Ernest
Oppenheimer arrived in South Africa sitting atop the world’s richest mineral resources
beginning with gold.
It is rather doubtful that the 60 Minutes bought and paid for DAAC interviewer had Alan
Greenspan explain why in the 17 years he headed up the Federal Reserve did he so
dramatically deviate from his so very easy to understand 1966 essay, GOLD AND
ECONOMIC FREEDOM which made the convincing case for the Gold Standard without,
however, mentioning the Diamond Invention which was the vehicle the ruling elite created to
pull off the most epic global conspiracy of all time.
I do plan assuming I don’t get distracted prior to the VODcast to watch more than the minute
or so I have seen so far of this so very important interview of Alan Greenspan coming on the
heels on the inevitable collapse of the world’s capital and financial markets.
Apart from my detractors still thinking it smart to call me “crazy” only because I am
painstakingly, methodically and so patiently exposing their corruption, why would I bother
focusing on Marc Rich apart from his surname rhyming well with the rich get richer trickling
down the costs of getting rich on to the backs of the poor who are not stupid simply
misinformed and this non-remorseful fugitive from U.S. justice not in the least concerned that
he would be nabbed by the Feds when a fugitive “living the life of Riley” in Zug, Switzerland
given all the “goods” he had on the 3 Branches of the U.S. government’s culpability in the

Diamond Invention which was and remains nothing more than a “smokescreen” for stealing
the world’s golden colored gold as well as black gold?
Naturally, Mr. Rich who first made his multi-billion U.S. Dollar fortune trading oil with Iran, the
enemy of both Israel and the U.S. during the DAAC controlled OPEC oil boycott of the U.S.,
WAS MADE to understand that while the so easily distracted “tits and ass” American public
with just enough thrust from turning up and down the volume of the TV remote left only to
keep track of their “In God We Trust” U.S. Dollar, there were “sum” [sic] of us Jewish as well
as non-Jewish independent thinking people throughout the world smart enough not to be
distracted by all the “small talk”, relishing Rich not only voluntary relinquishing his U.S.
citizenship when living the high life a continent away from the U.S. and then forced to grovel
as Israeli Prime Minister and Special Forces decorated Ehud Barak weighed in heavily in
support of this NOT in the least bit bizarre Presidential Pardon which Rich like Bill “Cecil
Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar” Clinton wanted like a Mossad bullet in the back of their heads, but
also figuring out there was no virtue to upon our deaths presenting a materially rich will to a
smart and most vengeful Superior Being watching each and every one of our “fast and loose
moves” in the limited amount of time afforded each one of us not knowing exactly when our
time to be the best we could be would end while knowing for certain our lifespan as a human
being was limited and for those not “carrying their weight” to return as say an ant that can
carry 50 times its weight, again indicative of a smart and vengeful God, who hadn’t forgotten
Rich’s treason following the 1973 Yom Kippur War that resulted in the initial hours of Israel’s
frontlines in places like the Golan Heights being overrun and those young, inexperienced and
defenseless Israeli soldiers, many no doubt virgins, getting their manhood, both penises and
testicles cut off and stuffed in their mouths, some while still alive.
What goes around comes around with a vengeance and the ants are winning!
Remember that while no one including the increasingly paralyzed academia know who
exactly is getting my insight and analysis of the important events of the day, sufficient
remaining logic to understand perfectly well it is inevitable that unless we all get blown up
each and every human literate and illiterate will have this knowledge-truth causing the coopted-corrupted with each passing moment increasing anguish not knowing who is “up to
speed”, there is this very easy to understand not so Top Secret Israeli Military Intelligence
report that now combined with the U.S. Generals declaring that Iran is no longer the evil
incarnate has the entire world standing still as Israel, not the U.S., decides it’s next move.
You also perfectly understand apart from us now having the Internet to VODcast at Light-G-dSpeed protected by laws such as “Free and Truthful Speech”, intelligence services like the
Mossad, no doubt the least infiltrated given how compartmentalized it was to begin with and
even more so following the debacle of the Suzannah Operation of the summer of 1954 where
the top Israeli military intelligence officer in charge of this covert operation in Egypt had
“turned” before the operation even began, no doubt his “love of country” set aside like most
poorly conditioned for “love of money”, also haven’t forgotten why incorruptible and battle
hardened leaders like David Ben Gurion with awesome field commanders like Yitzhak Rabin
willing to kill their own, chose not to interfere with DAAC controlled anything but Aryan looking
Little Corporal Hitler knowing that this clown’s replacement beginning with DAAC’s South
African Apartheid Regime would be SIGNIFANTLY more troublesome as each and every
DAAC Allied leader beginning with Roosevelt and Churchill let the entire world know during
World Oil War II that they were afraid to use military force on the DAAC who owned them, no
different than today with Mr. Mahmud Ahmadinejad and Chavez, apart from of course we now

have the Internet and the “luxury of time” to watch and see who exactly amongst us is on the
side of light or with the DAAC who interfere with the light increasingly less so.
Not to mention when talking about long-windedness the will of Cecil Rhodes; cutting and
pasting from Wikipedia:
In his first will (before he had any real money), Rhodes wanted to create a secret society that
would bring the whole world under British rule. The exact words are as follows:
To and for the establishment, promotion and development of a Secret Society,
the true aim and object whereof shall be for the extension of British rule
throughout the world, the perfecting of a system of emigration from the United
Kingdom, and of colonisation by British subjects of all lands where the means
of livelihood are attainable by energy, labour and enterprise, and especially the
occupation by British settlers of the entire Continent of Africa, the Holy Land,
the Valley of the Euphrates, the Islands of Cyprus and Candia, the whole of
South America, the Islands of the Pacific not heretofore possessed by Great
Britain, the whole of the Malay Archipelago, the seaboard of China and Japan,
the ultimate recovery of the United States of America as an integral part of the
British Empire, the inauguration of a system of Colonial representation in the
Imperial Parliament which may tend to weld together the disjointed members
of the Empire and, finally, the foundation of so great a Power as to render wars
impossible, and promote the best interests of humanity.
In his last will and testament, he provided for the establishment of the Rhodes Scholarships.
The scholarship program enables students from territories under British rule, formerly under
British rule, or from Germany, to study at the University of Oxford.
So we come full circle back to Marc Rich being granted by Bill “Cecil Rhodes-DeBeers
Scholar” Clinton at the 11th hour of his DAAC presidency a Presidential Pardon that was for
all intent and purposes totally lost on the DAAC Bell Shaped curve educated American
masses but of course both the DAAC as well as the Mossad who both draw from the smartest
minds throughout the world perfectly understood the significance of this most important event
that I wont miss any opportunity to keep pointing out ad-infinitum.
Shalom-Peace-Paix,
GsG
[Word count 1824]

-----Original Message----From: shunit@att.net [mailto:shunit@att.net]
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2007 7:28 PM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: TO WHOM IT MAY BE CONCERN :

I always Let ppl when I know about good things that's worth knowing about
(Including Your Great opinions:) !
I Trust Your Judgment to find Me a good Guy ( Great Lover sound good :)
Honest Man ( = Hard to find)
I now live in Sunny Florida ;awaiting Your Catch for Me :)))))
Good Luck on Your VOD Broadcast ;I am sure

Awaiting

it's going to be a great One !

Shunit.

-----Original Message----From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2007 5:23 PM
To: 'shunit@att.net'
Cc: Adam Tucker; artbell-coast; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law
School
Subject: FW: Hello Darling
I assume you will make everyone you know including those you flew with in
Zero Gs aware of our first VOD broadcast scheduled for tomorrow.
Is there anything in particular you would like for me to cover apart from
finding you a great lover, to hell with a husband?
-----Original Message----From: shunit@att.net [mailto:shunit@att.net]
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2007 4:01 PM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: Hello Darling
As always I love Your opinion e mails :)
i must say You have luck the duty I gave You a year or two ago to find Me a
Husband..but I still hope that one day you will.
HOPE ALL IS WELL WITH YOU AND YOUR BEAUTIFUL WIFE
ATTACH MY LATEST PICTURE

from My birthday

JUST IN CASE YOU WANNA FIND ME
As always
Cheers
Shunit.

adventure (www.gozerog.com);

A GOOD MEN :)

